Intelligence sets us apart as humans.
Applying intelligence will set your business apart.
A.I., Automation, and machine learning make us more proactive, predictive, and productive.
And changes the way we work and live. This is the power of the Intelligent Enterprise.
It activates new growth channels.
It finds new ways of innovating at speed, while surfing the disruption wave.
It helps discover previously unlocked value sources.
The Intelligent Enterprise is anything but business as usual.
It enables leaders to reinvent what they do and how they do it. To innovate at scale.
But how does your business get there?
With Accenture myConcerto, a fully-integrated digital platform that harmonizes our disruptive thinking around industry, intelligence and innovation to drive enterprise transformation.

It’s underpinned by Oracle technologies, tools and approaches to help you orchestrate the future state of your business **TODAY**.
Your custom roadmap tells you what moves to make so you can transform faster.
From business case to implementation and continuous evolution, it’s available **NOW**.
Now, finance becomes Intelligent and plans, analyzes and advises on strategy.
Now, supply chains become Intelligent and integrate around the customer with real-time adaptability and full transparency.
Now, you can delight your customers beyond their expectations.
It’s time to transform your talent and empower your people.
It’s time to future-proof your business.
That’s the power of Accenture myConcerto.
That’s **New Applied Now**.